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6.4.8       Initialisation of synchronisation for ciphering and integrity protection

The ciphering and integrity protection algorithms are driven by counters (COUNT-C and COUNT-I) that at connection
establishment need to be initialised. For that purpose the ME and the USIM have the ability to store a START value.
The ME and the USIM store a STARTCS value for the CS cipher/integrity keys and a STARTPS value for the PS
cipher/integrity keys. The length of START is 20 bits.

The ME only contains (valid) START values when it is powered-on and a USIM is inserted. When the ME is powered-
off or the USIM is removed, the ME deletes its START values. After power-on or insertion of a USIM, the USIM sends
its START values to the ME, and the ME stores them. During idle mode, the START values in the ME and in the USIM
are identical and static.

At radio connection establishment for a particular serving network domain (CS or PS) the ME sends the corresponding
START value to the RNC in the RRC connection setup complete message. The ME also indicates to the USIM that a
radio connection has been established, with again an indication of the serving network domain. The USIM marks the
corresponding START value as invalid. The ME and the RNC initialise the 20 most significant bits of the RRC HFN
(for integrity protection), the RLC HFN (for ciphering) and the MAC-d HFN (for ciphering) to START; the remaining
bits are initialised to 0. Also the RRC SN (for integrity protection), the RLC SN (for ciphering) and the MAC-d HFN
(for ciphering) are initialised to 0.

During an ongoing radio connection, the START value in the ME is defined as the 20 most significant bits of the
maximum of all current COUNT-C and COUNT-I values, incremented by 1, i.e.,

      START = MSB20 ( MAX {COUNT-C, COUNT-I | for all signalling and user data logical channels}) + 1

Upon radio connection release and when a set of cipher/integrity keys is no longer used, the ME informs the USIM and
indicates the serving network domain and the current START value for that serving network domain. The USIM
updates the corresponding START value and marks it as up-to-date.
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6.5.4.1 COUNT-I

The integrity sequence number COUNT-I is 32 bits long.

There is one COUNT-I value per logical signalling channel.

COUNT-I is composed of two parts: a "short" sequence number and a "long" sequence number. The "short" sequence
number is the 4-bit RRC sequence number RRC SN that is available in each RRC PDU. The "long" sequence number is
the 28-bit RRC hyperframe number RRC HFN which is incremented at each RRC SN cycle.

RRC HFN
(28 bits)

RRC SN
(4 bits)

COUNT-I

Figure 16a: The structure of COUNT-I

The hyperframe number RRC HFN is initialised by means of the parameter START, which is transmitted from UEME
to RNC during RRC connection establishment. The UEME and the RNC then initialise the X 20 most significant bits of
the RRC HFN to START; the remaining (28-X) LSB bits of the RRC HFN are initialised to 0. The RRC HFN are
incremented independently for each logical channel used for signalling.

Editor's note:  The value of X still needs to be added.

Editor's note:  The description of how START is managed in the UE needs to be added.
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6.6.4.1 COUNT-C

The ciphering sequence number COUNT-C is 32 bits long.

There is one COUNT-C value per logical RLC AM channel, one per logical RLC UM channel and one for all logical
channels using the transparent RLC mode (and mapped onto DCH).

COUNT-C is composed of two parts: a "short" sequence number and a "long" sequence number. The update of
COUNT-C depends on the transmission mode as described below (see figure 16c).

HFN (25 bits) CFN (7 bits)MAC-d DCH

HFN (25 bits) RLC SN (7 bits)RLC UM

HFN (20 bits) RLC SN (12 bits)RLC AM

RLC TM

CSN or COUNT-C

Figure 16c: The structure of COUNT-C for all transmission modes

- For RLC TM on DCH, the "short" sequence number is the 7-bit ciphering frame number CFN of the UEFN. It is
independently maintained in the UEME MAC entity and the SRNC MAC-d entity. The "long" sequence number
is the 25-bit MAC HFN which is incremented at each CFN cycle. The ciphering sequence number CSN or
COUNT-C is identical to the UEFN.

- For RLC UM mode, the "short" sequence number is the 7-bit RLC sequence number RLC SN that is available in
each RLC PDU (it is not ciphered). The "long" sequence number is the 25-bit RLC HFN which is incremented at
each RLC SN cycle.

- For RLC AM mode, the "short" sequence number is the 12-bit RLC sequence number RLC SN that is available
in each RLC PDU (it is not ciphered). The "long" sequence number is the 20-bit RLC HFN which is incremented
at each RLC SN cycle.

The hyperframe number HFN is initialised by means of the parameter START, which is transmitted from UEME to
RNC in RRC connection establishment. The UEME and the RNC then initialise the X 20 most significant bits of the
RLC HFN and MAC HFN to START; the remaining LSB bits of the RLC HFN and MAC HFN are initialised to 0. The
RRC HFN are incremented independently for each logical channel.

Editor's note: The value of X still needs to be decided.

Editor's note:  The description of how START is managed in the UE needs to be added.
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